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Abstract

We present BranchScope — a new side-channel attack where the attacker infers the direction of an arbitrary conditional branch instruction in a victim program by manipulating the shared directional branch predictor. The directional component of the branch predictor stores the prediction on a given branch (taken or not-taken) and is a different component from the branch target buffer (BTB) attacked by previous work. BranchScope is the first fine-grained attack on the directional branch predictor, expanding our understanding of the side channel vulnerability of the branch prediction unit. Our attack targets complex hybrid branch predictors with unknown organization. We demonstrate how an attacker can force these predictors to switch to a simple 1-level mode to simplify the direction recovery. We carry out BranchScope on several recent Intel CPUs and also demonstrate the attack against an SGX enclave.
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1 Introduction

Modern microprocessors rely on branch prediction units (BPUs) to sustain uninterrupted instruction delivery to the execution pipeline across conditional branches. When multiple processes execute on the same physical core, they share a single BPU. While attractive from utilization and complexity considerations, the sharing potentially opens the door for an attacker to manipulate the shared BPU state, create a side-channel, and derive a direction or target of a branch instruction executed by a victim process. Such leakage can compromise sensitive data. For example, when a branch instruction is conditioned on a bit of a secret key, the key bits are leaked directly. This occurs in implementations of exponentiation algorithms [13, 33] and other key mathematical operations [3] of modern cryptographic schemes. The attacker may also change the predictor state, changing its behavior in the victim.

On modern microprocessors, the BPU is composed of two structures: the branch target buffer (BTB) and the directional predictor. Previous work has specifically targeted the BTB to create side channels [1, 3, 21, 36]. In the BTB, the target of a conditional branch is updated only when the branch is taken; this can be exploited to detect whether or not a particular victim branch is taken. The first attack in this area proposed several BTB-based attacks that are based on filling the BTB by the attacker, causing the eviction of entries belonging to the victim. By observing the timing of future accesses [3], the attacker can infer new branches executed by the victim. We describe those attacks and their limitations in the related work section. In other work [21], we recently proposed a side-channel attack on the BTB that creates BTB collisions between the victim and the attacker processes, thus allowing the attacker to discover the location of a particular victim’s branch instruction in the address space, bypassing address space layout randomization. Lee et al. [36] built on that work by exploiting the BTB collisions to also discover the direction...
of the victim’s branch instructions. They demonstrated the
attack in kernel space against Intel SGX enclaves.

In this paper, we propose a new micro-architectural side-
channel attack, which we call BranchScope, that targets the
directional predictor as the source of information leakages.
To the best of our knowledge, BranchScope is the first at-
tack exploiting the directional predictor structure, showing
that BPU can be vulnerable even if the BTB is protected.
BranchScope works by forcing collisions between the attacker
and selected victim branches and exploiting these collisions
to infer information about the victim branch. This attack
has new challenges not present in a BTB attack. In order to
achieve collisions, we must overcome the unpredictability of
the complex hybrid prediction mechanisms used in modern
CPUs. BranchScope overcomes this by generating branch
patterns that force the branch predictor to select the local
one-level prediction even when complex multi-level predic-
tors are present in the processor. Second, after collisions
are reliably created, the victim’s branch direction can be ro-
bustly disclosed by an attacker executing a pair of branches
with predefined outcomes, measuring the prediction accu-
ricity of these branches, and correlating this information to
the predictor state and thus to the direction of the victim’s branch.

We demonstrate BranchScope on three recent Intel x86_64
processors — Sandy Bridge, Haswell and Skylake. To perform
BranchScope, the attacker does not need to reverse-engineer
the details of the branch predictor operation, and only needs
to perform simple manipulations with the prediction state
machines from the user space. We also demonstrate how
BranchScope can be extended to attack SGX enclaves even if
recently-proposed protections are implemented. We show
that BranchScope can be performed across hyperthreaded
cores, advancing previously demonstrated BTB-based attacks
which leaked information only between processes scheduled
on the same virtual core [21]. This capability relaxes the
attacker’s process scheduling constraints, allowing a more
flexible attack. Finally, we describe countermeasures to pre-
vent the BranchScope attack in future systems.

The recent Meltdown [37] and Spectre [35] attacks dem-
strated the vulnerability of speculative execution to side-
channel attacks, directly impacting the security of current
systems and leading to data exfiltration. Branch predictors
are critical to these attacks since the attacker must mistrain,
or even directly pollute (known as a Branch poisoning at-
tack) the branch predictor to force the predictor to guess the
address of the victim selected vulnerable code. The branch
poisoning attack presented in Spectre is based on the same
basic principle as BranchScope — exploiting collisions be-
tween different branch instructions in the branch predictor
data structures. In this context, we believe that BranchScope
can provide additional tools for attackers to use specula-
tion to perform more advanced and flexible attacks. As the
community considers defenses against these attacks, the vul-
nerability outlined in BranchScope must also be addressed.

In summary, the main contributions and the key results of
this paper are:

- We propose BranchScope — the first side-channel at-
tack explicitly targeted at extracting sensitive infor-
mation through the directional branch predictor (as
opposed to existing work targeting the Branch Target
Buffer). BranchScope is not affected by defenses against
BTB-based attacks.
- We demonstrate that BranchScope works reliably and
efficiently from user space across three generations of
Intel processors in the presence of system noise, with
an error rate of less than 1%.
- We show that BranchScope can be naturally extended
to attack SGX enclaves with even lower error rates
than in traditional systems.
- We describe both hardware and software countermea-
sures to mitigate BranchScope, providing branch pre-
diction units that are secure to side channel attacks.

2 Background: Branch Predictor Unit

Modern branch predictors [15, 31, 42, 44, 51] are typically
implemented as a composition of a simple one-level bimodal
predictor indexed directly by the program counter (we refer
to it as the 1-level predictor [50]), and a gshare-style 2-level
predictor [58]. The gshare-like predictor exploits the obser-
vation that the branch outcome depends on the results of
recent branches, and not only on the address of the branch. A
selector table indexed by the branch address identifies which
predictor is likely to perform better for a particular branch
based on the previous behavior of the predictors. This design
combines the best features of both component predictors.

Figure 1 illustrates one possible design of such a hybrid
predictor. The 1-level predictor stores its history in the form
of a 2-bit saturating counter in a pattern history table (PHT).
The gshare predictor has a more complex indexing scheme
that combines the program counter with the global history
register (GHR). The GHR records the outcomes of the last sev-
eral branches executed by the program. The branch history
information is also stored in the PHT using a 2-bit saturating
counter; the only difference between the two predictors is
how the PHT is indexed.

If the branch is predicted to be taken, the target address
of the branch is obtained from a structure called the Branch
Target Buffer (BTB), which is a simple direct mapped cache of
addresses that stores the last target address of a branch
that maps to each BTB entry. Published side channel attacks
(described in Section 11) on the BPU have all targeted the
BTB. In contrast, BranchScope targets the direction prediction
unit of the BPU.
3 Threat Model and Attacker Capabilities
Our attack assumes the existence of a victim and a spy programs. The victim program contains secret information that the spy program is trying to infer, without having the authority to access this information directly. The threat model makes three primary assumptions:

- Co-residency on the same physical core: We assume that the victim and the spy programs are running on the same physical core since the BPU is shared at the virtual core level. Prior work [21] has shown possible techniques for forcing such co-residency.
- Victim slowdown: To perform a high-resolution BranchScope attack, where we are able to detect the behavior of an individual execution of a branch, the victim process needs to be slowed down. This slowdown is a common requirement of high-resolution side-channel attacks [26, 34]. Slowing down the victim is an orthogonal issue that can be accomplished by a variety of means, for example by exploiting the Linux scheduler as proposed by Gullasch et al. [26] or performing microarchitectural performance degradation attack [4]. Importantly, in a threat model where a malicious OS is attacking an SGX compartment, the OS can control the scheduling at fine-grain to slow down the victim.
- Triggering victim code execution: We assume that the attacker can initiate code execution of the victim process such that it can force the victim to execute the targeted vulnerable operation at any time. This assumption holds for many applications that are triggered by external input. For example, consider a server that sends out encrypted data; the attacker can trigger a response from this server by sending a request to it. We do not assume that the attacker can observe the contents of the response from the victim.

We believe that these three assumptions hold in a large number of realistic attack scenarios making BranchScope a serious threat to modern systems, on par with other side-channel attacks. Later in the paper, we support this claim by demonstrating BranchScope on a real SGX-based platform.

4 BranchScope Attack Overview
In this section, we present an overview of BranchScope. We start with background information and a high-level overview of the attack, and then move to the details.

In general, the attack proceeds as follows:

- **Stage 1: Prime the PHT entry.** In this stage, the attacker process primes a targeted PHT entry into a specified state. This priming is accomplished by executing a carefully-selected randomized block of branch instructions. This block is generated one-time, a-priori by the attacker.
- **Stage 2: Victim execution.** Next, the attacker initiates the execution of a branch it intends to monitor within the victim process and waits until the PHT state is changed by the victim’s activity.
- **Stage 3: Probe the PHT entry.** Finally, the attacker executes more branch instructions targeting the same PHT entry as the victim while timing them to observe their prediction outcomes. The attacker correlates the prediction outcomes with the state of the PHT to identify the direction of the victim’s branch.

The attacker must be able to cause collisions between its branches and the branches of the victim process in the PHT. These collisions, given knowledge of the operation of the predictor, allow the attacker to uncover the direction of the victim’s branch. Specifically, by observing the impact of that branch (executed in stage 2 above) on the prediction accuracy of an attacker’s probing branches executed in stage 3. If the PHT indexing is strictly determined by the instruction address (as in the 1-level predictor), creating collisions in the PHT between the branches of two processes is straightforward, since the virtual addresses of victim's code are typically not a secret. If address space layout randomization (ASLR) is used to randomize code locations, the attacker can de-randomize using data disclosure [49], or side channel attacks on ASLR [21, 24, 28, 30, 55].

BranchScope requires the following two abilities:

- **Establishing Collisions.** The attack relies on generating collisions within the predictor. Creating collisions is greatly simplified if the predictor in use is the simply indexed 1-level predictor instead of the more complex gshare-like predictor. The attack must force both the attack code and the victim code to use the 1-level predictor.
- **Prime Probe Strategy.** After the attacker forces a collision in the PHT, she still needs to be able to interpret the state of the PHT in order to determine the direction of the victim’s branch. Therefore, we need to understand how to prime a particular PHT entry into a desired starting state in stage 1. This starting state must enable us to correlate some observable behavior of a probe operation from the attacker in stage 3 with the direction of the victim’s branch.
In the next two sections, we explain how the attacker achieves these two goals.

5 Attack Capability I: Establishing collisions by controlling selection logic

BranchScope’s strategy to establish collisions is to force both the spy code and victim code to use the 1-level predictor, which makes the PHT entry used a simple function of the branch address. We start with an experiment that demonstrates how the selection logic works, and then use these observations to force the use of the 1-level predictor for our target branches. We performed these experiments on three recent Intel processors: i5-6200U based on Skylake microarchitecture, i7-4800MQ based on Haswell microarchitecture and i7-2600 based on Sandy Bridge Microarchitecture.

5.1 Understanding the Selection Logic

The selection logic within the hardware attempts to choose the predictor that is more accurate. To gain insight into how this selection operates as the 2-level predictor learns a branch execution pattern we conduct the following experiment. An irregular but repeating sequence of branch outcomes from the same branch instruction cannot be predicted accurately by the simple 1-level predictor since the branch outcome is not a function of the two preceding branches. However, such a sequence is predictable by a 2-level predictor once its history is initialized. To understand how quickly the learning process proceeds and the selection of the gshare-like predictor over the 1-level predictor occurs, we performed the following experiment on two recent Intel processors: i5-6200U based on Skylake microarchitecture and i7-2600 based on Haswell microarchitecture.

- We initialize an array of 10 bits to a randomly selected state. This bit pattern serves to control whether the branch is taken in our experiment.
- We execute a single branch instruction conditional on the array bits, once for each bit. We repeat the series of branches 20 times in a row and record the total number of incorrect predictions in this branch sequence for each of the iterations. We use hardware performance counters to track prediction, enabling accurate measurement with a resolution of a single branch misprediction.

An 1-level predictor will not be able to predict better than 50% on average, but a gshare style predictor should eventually learn the pattern.

The prediction accuracy from this experiment (averaged over multiple runs) is presented in Figure 2. As seen from the figure, as the first iteration is executed, the misprediction rate is about 50% (five out of ten branches are mispredicted). This result is expected, since in this stage the 2-level predictor does not have any prior state, while the 1-level predictor is not capable of predicting such patterns in principle. As the branch pattern repeatedly executes, the branch misprediction rate decreases, as more history is accumulated by the 2-level predictor structures. When the branch pattern is repeated about 5 – 7 times, the predictor accuracy approaches 100% and stays at that value. Both CPUs demonstrated similar behavior, with the Skylake processor learning the pattern slightly faster.

These results indicate that eventually (after 5-7 iterations, or 50-70 executions of the branch) for this pattern, the 2-level predictor is used exclusively. However, when the branch is first encountered, either the 1-level or 2-level predictor is used but is not predicting effectively.

![Figure 2. Average number of mispredictions for a sequence of branch instructions in individual runs](image)

Next we focus on the initial behavior of the predictor (early iterations in Figure 2). We conjecture that for new branches whose information is not stored in the predictor history, the 1-level predictor is used. This hypothesis intuitively makes sense since the 2-level predictor takes a longer time to learn the branch pattern compared to a simple 1-level predictor. For example, if an “almost-always-taken” branch at the end of the loop is executed, the 1-level predictor will converge to the “strongly taken” state after 2-3 executions. On the other hand, the 2-level predictor will use different history register values and thus different PHT entries for every instance of the branch, making it significantly slower to converge. We carried out experiments to validate the use of 1-level predictor for branches with no history and found that it holds for all three Intel platforms. We can detect the use of the 1-level predictor when collisions can be established simply based on the branch addresses.

5.2 Forcing usage of the 1-level predictor

We will now discuss how to use the knowledge gleaned from our previous experiment in order to force the hardware to choose the 1-level predictor for both the attacker and victim code.

**Attacker code** We use the observation that new branches use the 1-level predictor directly in the attacker code to force
the use of the 1-level predictor: we cycle through a number of branches placed at addresses that collide with the victim branch (if that also uses the 1-level predictor) in the branch predictor, such that at any time the attack branch being used does not exist in the BPU, forcing the unit to use the 1-level predictor.

**Victim code** The more difficult task is to force the victim code to use the 1-level predictor; the victim code is not under the control of the attacker. To force the BPU to use the 1-level predictor for the targeted victim branch, the attacker needs to accomplish one of two goals: 1) ensure that the branches used by the attack have not been recently encountered, thus starting the prediction for these branches from the 1-level mode; 2) make the 2-level predictor inaccurate and prolong its training time, forcing the selector to choose the 1-level mode at least for several branches. Thus, the attacker must ensure that at least one of these two properties (if not both) hold to force the victim code to use the 1-level predictor.

We accomplish this goal by developing a sequence of branch-intensive code that the attacker executes to drive the BPU to a state that lowers the 2-level predictor accuracy and potentially replaces the victim branches. As a result of executing this sequence, the victim code will use the 1-level predictor when it executes its branch, enabling us to achieve collisions. This code serves another critical function: it forces the PHT entries to a desired state that enables us to reliably detect the branch outcome per the operation of the prediction FSM (reverse engineered in the next section). To maximize its efficiency, the randomizing code has to have two properties. First, the executed branches must not contain any regular patterns predictable by the 2-level predictor. To this end, the directions of branches in the code are randomly selected, achieving random pattern of taken and not-taken branches.

We begin with a hypothesis that each PHT entry consists of a textbook two-bit saturating counter FSM with four states: strongly taken (ST), weakly taken (WT), weakly not taken (WN) and strongly not taken (SN). We generate several branch instructions targeting the same PHT and observe the resulting predictions (Figure 3). We note that the actual implementation of the state machine on these processors is unknown and can be more complex. For example, the implementation may include additional state transfers and may rely on inputs from other CPU data structures. However, we discovered that the behavior of the branch predictors on the processors is consistent with this simple textbook model.

Consider the following three steps in which a single test branch with no previous history is executed within one process. This essentially mimics our three attack stages, but within the same process. First, we execute the aforementioned branch instruction three times to prime the corresponding PHT entry by placing it into one of the strong states (either ST or SN). Second, we execute the same branch one more time with both taken and not-taken outcomes (in two separate trials). This is called the **target** stage, similar to stage 2 of the attack. Finally, we execute the same branch two more times detecting mispredictions (we call it the **probing** stage, similar to stage 3 of the attack). During this stage, we also record the prediction accuracy for each of the two probing branches.

6 **Attack Capability II: Prime Probe Strategy**

Having developed a reliable approach to establish collisions between the attacker and the victim, the next task is to understand the operation of the prediction logic to develop a prime-probe strategy that enables us to infer the victim branch direction. The attack should prime the PHT entry before the victim branch and probe it after the branch to infer the branch direction. At the core of the predictor structures are a set of Finite State Machines (FSM) that produce the prediction decision. Typically, one of these FSMs is maintained for every entry in the PHT table. Both the 1-level and 2-level predictor in a combined predictor structure use the same FSM logic and possibly even the same PHT differing only in the indexing function to the PHT.

### 6.1 Understanding the prediction logic

We begin with a hypothesis that each PHT entry consists of a textbook two-bit saturating counter FSM with four states: strongly taken (ST), weakly taken (WT), weakly not taken (WN) and strongly not taken (SN). We generate several branch instructions targeting the same PHT and observe the resulting predictions (Figure 3). We note that the actual implementation of the state machine on these processors is unknown and can be more complex. For example, the implementation may include additional state transfers and may rely on inputs from other CPU data structures. However, we discovered that the behavior of the branch predictors on the processors is consistent with this simple textbook model.

We accomplish this goal by developing a sequence of branch-intensive code that the attacker executes to drive the BPU to a state that lowers the 2-level predictor accuracy and potentially replaces the victim branches. As a result of executing this sequence, the victim code will use the 1-level predictor when it executes its branch, enabling us to achieve collisions. This code serves another critical function: it forces the PHT entries to a desired state that enables us to reliably detect the branch outcome per the operation of the prediction FSM (reverse engineered in the next section). To maximize its efficiency, the randomizing code has to have two properties. First, the executed branches must not contain any regular patterns predictable by the 2-level predictor. To this end, the directions of branches in the code are randomly selected, achieving random pattern of taken and not-taken branches.

We begin with a hypothesis that each PHT entry consists of a textbook two-bit saturating counter FSM with four states: strongly taken (ST), weakly taken (WT), weakly not taken (WN) and strongly not taken (SN). We generate several branch instructions targeting the same PHT and observe the resulting predictions (Figure 3). We note that the actual implementation of the state machine on these processors is unknown and can be more complex. For example, the implementation may include additional state transfers and may rely on inputs from other CPU data structures. However, we discovered that the behavior of the branch predictors on the processors is consistent with this simple textbook model.

Consider the following three steps in which a single test branch with no previous history is executed within one process. This essentially mimics our three attack stages, but within the same process. First, we execute the aforementioned branch instruction three times to prime the corresponding PHT entry by placing it into one of the strong states (either ST or SN). Second, we execute the same branch one more time with both taken and not-taken outcomes (in two separate trials). This is called the **target** stage, similar to stage 2 of the attack. Finally, we execute the same branch two more times detecting mispredictions (we call it the **probing** stage, similar to stage 3 of the attack). During this stage, we also record the prediction accuracy for each of the two probing branches.

### Listing 1. Pseudo-code of the spy program. je and jne are randomly selected, achieving random pattern of taken and not-taken branches

```assembly
randomize_pht:
cmp %rcx, %rcx;
je .L0; nop; .L0: jne .L1; nop; .L1: je .L2;
............
.L99998: je .L99999; nop; .L99999: nop;
```

```assembly
Listing 1. Pseudo-code of the spy program. je and jne are randomly selected, achieving random pattern of taken and not-taken branches
```
Table 1 depicts our observations for all possible cases. For example, consider the case when the branch in question was executed three times with not-taken outcome (the prime stage). The expectation is that this activity will shift the FSM to the SN state. When the branch is executed once with taken outcome in the target stage, the FSM is switched to the WN state. Finally, the branch is executed two more times with taken outcome during the probing stage. In this case, the first branch executed in the probing stage will be mispredicted, while the second branch will be predicted correctly. In contrast, if the branch in the target stage was not-taken, the FSM would stay in the SN state. In that case, both branches in the probe stage would be mispredicted. Therefore, by observing the difference in the prediction outcomes for the two branches in the probing stage, the attacker can determine the direction of the victim’s branch in the target stage. This is the key observation exploited by BranchScope.

Figure 3. Two-bit FSM with four states: SN – strongly not taken, WN – weakly not taken, WT – weakly taken, ST – strongly taken

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prime</th>
<th>State after Prime</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>State after Target</th>
<th>Probe</th>
<th>Observation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TTT</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>ST</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>HH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTT</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>ST</td>
<td>NN</td>
<td>MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTT</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>TT</td>
<td>HH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NNN</td>
<td>SN</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>WN</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>MH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NNN</td>
<td>SN</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>WN</td>
<td>NN</td>
<td>HH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NNN</td>
<td>SN</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>SN</td>
<td>TT</td>
<td>MM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. FSM transitions for a single PHT entry. The entry is set into one of the strong states in the prime stage, a branch is executed once in the target stage, and the resulting state is recorded using performance counters in the probing stage. MM – two mispredictions in the probing stage, MH – misprediction followed by a hit (correct prediction) in the probing stage

According to Table 1, it is possible to determine a PHT state by performing two individual probes with the same branch instruction, with taken and with not-taken outcomes. For example, assume that the observed prediction pattern of the two probing branches is two hits (HH) when probing with two taken branches (TT) and two mispredictions (MM) when probing with two not-taken branches (NN). In this case, we can conclude that the PHT entry in question is located in the strongly taken (ST) state (rows 1 and 2 in Table 1). Note that a peculiarity that we discovered in Skylake processors makes the strongly taken (ST) and weakly taken (WT) states indistinguishable on that processor. However, this limitation does not prevent recognizing the other states. It also does not prevent BranchScope attack on Skylake since the attacker can always pick a PHT randomization code that places the target PHT entry into a state without such ambiguity.

6.2 Setting and probing predictor state

Executing the block of random branch instructions (Listing 1) allows the attacker to force the victim code to use 1-level predictor, as we discussed in previous section. However, a carefully selected randomization code can also serve to prime the targeted PHT entry into a state required by the attacker.

To better understand the nature of PHT randomization and the effects of system noise, and select appropriate randomization code for our attack to reliably place the PHT entries into the attacker-specified state, we performed an experiment composed of 10 000 iterations. In each iteration, we generated a new randomization code block and then performed the following activities 1 000 times: a) executed the generated block of branches, b) performed a PHT probing operation for a fixed address. For probing operation, we considered two scenarios: 1) two taken branches, and 2) two non-taken branches. For every iteration, we collected 1 000 measurements for each probing pattern and determined statistical distribution of the PHT states.

To collect the statistical profiles, we only accounted for the iterations that produced stable PHT states. We assumed that the results are stable if the most frequent prediction pattern in both variations of the probing code occurs more than 85% of the time (out of 1 000 executions). Again, the state of a PHT entry is not always the same after executing the same randomization code due to the various system effects. The results show that most randomly generated blocks of branch code produce stable PHT state, the distribution of patterns for both variations of probing code (along with cutoff point) is shown in Figure 4a. Each point on the graph represents the percentage of the most frequent prediction pattern of the probing code for each PHT randomization code block (each iteration of the experiment). Each iteration is depicted by a point on the graph, where the x-axis represents the percentage of the most frequent prediction pattern for the TT probing code, while the y-axis represents the most frequent prediction pattern for the NN probing code. As seen from the graph, 83% of all randomized code blocks result in stable dominant prediction patterns for both probing code sequences. The stable patterns can be translated into one of the FSM states of the PHT entry targeted by the probing branch address using Table 1. However, when the prediction

\[1\text{MH is observed on Haswell and Sandy Bridge, while MM is observed on Skylake}\]
patterns are not stable (the most frequent pattern appears less than 85% of times for either of the probing combinations) we assume that this particular iteration of the experiment is too noisy due to the various system-level effects on the predictor, such as the invocation of the 2-level predictor, or a different PHT state inherited by the randomizing code due to some intermittent processing). In this case, we consider the measurements to be unreliable and too noisy, and drop this particular iteration from our collected statistics. In the following piechart, we classify these cases as unknown.

Figure 4b depicts the distribution of the decoded PHT states for the PHT entry targeted by the probing branches. In addition to the four standard stable states with their distinct patterns, we observed another pattern with a stable behavior. This additional pattern consists of two correct predictions (HH) in the probing code regardless of the type of probing. Such a pattern indicates that the PHT randomization code has no effect on the target branch and the BPU can always produce a correct prediction. This likely indicates 2-level predictor is used for this branch. We refer to this case as dirty.

To implement BranchScope, the attacker needs to ensure that at the time of victim’s execution of stage 2 of the attack, the PHT entry corresponding to the target branch is in the state desired by the attacker. The attacker cannot simply set this state at will, because she needs to execute the PHT randomization code at the end of stage 1, which resets the entire PHT. However, the attacker can randomly generate the blocks of code that randomize the PHT until the block is found that leaves the target PHT entry in the desired state, using the analysis above. Finding the appropriate randomization code is a one-time effort by the attacker and can be performed during the pre-attack stage. This is a key element of BranchScope.

We can now create a mapping between the predictor behavior and the direction of the branch in the target stage. The main conclusion is that it is possible for a process to determine the direction of the target branch only by examining whether the two probing branches were correctly predicted or not.

6.3 Discussion and Extensions

Knowing the states of PHT entries associated with different memory addresses potentially allows the attacker to spy on multiple branch instructions in victim process in a single episode of execution. To pursue such an aggressive attack, the adversary needs to understand some details of the PHT organization. To this end, we performed the following experiment.

First, we execute the randomization code to set the initial state of the PHTs. Next, for a given range of virtual addresses, we place a branch instruction at each address and execute these branches. Finally, we evaluate the state of the PHT entry corresponding to the virtual address at which each branch instructions was placed. The PHT state was determined in a similar way as in our previous experiment, using the dictionary that translates the prediction outcomes of the probing code to the PHT state. This experiment allows us to probe the entire PHT. Figure 5a demonstrates the results when the branch instruction was placed in the range of virtual addresses from 0x300000 to 0x30010f. As can be seen from the figure, two adjacent addresses can be in different states. This experiment shows that the granularity of PHT’s indexing function is a single byte.

The PHT probing data can be used to discover the size of PHT. Assuming the PHT index is calculated with a simple modulo operation, the task of reverse-engineering the PHT size is trivial. The observed patterns repeat after each N addresses, where N is the size of the PHT. We use this insight to discover the PHT size on our experimental machine. All measured states are presented as a vector of states:

$$V = [v_0, \ldots, v_n] \mid v_i \in \{ST, WT, WN, SN, Unk., Dirty\}$$ (1)

The vector V can be split into equal-length subvectors of size w. We refer to w as the window size. Then, S_w is the set containing all subvectors of size w:

$$S_w = \left\{ [v_{z+w}, \ldots, v_{(z+1)w-1}] \mid 0 \leq z < \frac{|V|}{w} \right\}$$ (2)

The function $H(w)$ represents the mean of Hamming distances computed over all possible pairs of subvectors in $S_w$:

$$H(w) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{x} D(x) \quad \forall x \in \left\{ \frac{S_w}{2}, n = \left\lfloor \frac{|S_w|}{2} \right\rfloor \right\}$$ (3)

where $D(x)$ is the Hamming distance between two vectors. Based on this, the size of the PHT can be defined as follows:

$$Size_{PHT} = \min \left( \frac{H(w)}{w} \right) \quad \forall w \in \left\{ 2, \ldots, \frac{|V|}{w} \right\}$$ (4)

If the resulting function has several local minima, the value with lowest value of w is selected. To find the size of PHT we obtained measurements form 2^16 contiguous addresses. Then we tested all possible window sizes from 2 to 2^16 and computed the ratio $\frac{H(w)}{w}$. To speed up the process, instead
of trying all possible permutations, we computed Hamming distances of 100 random permutations for each window size. The results showing the minimal value of the ratio are presented in Figure 5b. The minimal value is attained for window size 214. Thus, we make a conclusion that the size of PHT is 16384 entries. Figure 5c demonstrates the collected data in the aligned form such that items in each row map to the same PHT entries. The repeated pattern can be clearly observed.

![Graph showing Hamming distance ratio](image)

Figure 5. Demonstration PHT probing for a range of addresses and its alignment

7 Implementation of BranchScope

Based on the steps described above, in this section, we construct and evaluate the actual attack. BranchScope consists of a spy process that executes the prime (stage 1) and triggers a victim process being attacked to execute (stage 2). The spy then executes the probe (stage 3) to complete the attack. We assume that the spy can slow down the victim process in order to allow it to execute a single branch instruction during the context switch. In such a scheduling scenario, the spy can prime, then allow the victim to execute a single branch, and then probe. In the standard case, this requirement can be met using [26]. In the case of an SGX enclave, and many other isolated execution solutions [12, 16, 17, 54] this requirement is trivially met because the SGX threat model assumes the attack controls the OS, and hence scheduling.

To demonstrate this attack, we first carry out a covert channel experiment. First, we generate a large array of random bits. This array is loaded to the address space of the victim process (the spy does not have access to this array). The victim repeatedly executes a branch instruction, whose code is presented in Listing 2. The relevant portions of the disassembled victim code are shown in Listing 2 (B). The branch is taken when the value of the if condition is zero. The spy’s pseudo-code is shown in Listing 3. The task of the spy is to determine the contents of the secret array, based on the observed behavior of the branch predictor. The core of the spy program is spy_function() which executes a single branch instruction (in the if statement) and records the prediction data associated with that branch for future analysis. To achieve a collision of the spy’s branch with the victim’s branch inside the PHT structure, we placed the two branch instructions at identical virtual addresses in both processes. This ensures that when the BPU uses the 1-level predictor, the two branches will be mapped to the same PHT entry. To obtain more directions of the victim’s branches, the three steps are repeated starting from executing the randomized code block that places the PHT entry into a required initial state and turns off 2-level prediction mechanisms.

![Graph showing Window size (W) vs Hamming distance ratio (H/W)](image)

Listing 2. Pseudo-code of the Victim Program (A) and Disassembly of the if-statement (B)

```c
int sec_data[] = {1, 0, 1, 1, ...};
i = 0;
void victim_f(){
    //Victim Branch
    if (sec_data[i])
        je 300006d <victim_f+0x6d>
        test %eax, %eax
        mov 0x601080(,%rax,4),%eax
    i++;
}

Listing 3. Pseudo-code of the attacker program

```
The attacker process relies on hardware performance counters [52] for precise detection of correct and incorrect prediction events. If access to the performance counters is not available, timing measurements using the time stamp counter can also be used as we discuss in the next section. The spy extracts a sequence of branch misprediction values and decodes this sequence to determine the victim’s branch direction. For example, if the attacker observes a sequence of two mispredicted branches or one correctly predicted and one mispredicted branch, then the victim branch is detected as taken, otherwise it is not-taken. An example of data leakage across the covert channel is presented in Figure 6. The figure also demonstrates an erroneously received bit. Note that the dictionary of patterns that we use in this experiment is extended with rarely observed misprediction patterns in order to include all four possible combinations.

To measure this error rate on the covert channel, we use it to transfer 1 million bits, once with all bits set to 0, another with all set to 1, and the third with randomly chosen bit values. For each bit, we execute the branch condition dependent on the bits value, either taken or not taken. The attacker is scheduled on the same core as the victim process. The bits collected by the attacker are compared with the original bits and the error rate calculated. We performed this experiment on three recent x86_64 processors from Intel — Skylake, Haswell and Sandy Bridge — under two settings. In the first setting, the benchmark was scheduled on an isolated physical core, with no other user processes running. In the second setting, no restrictions were set. Since each physical core on our experimental machines has two hardware thread contexts, other normal system activity was simultaneously executed on the core in this noisy setting.

We performed the above experiment 10 times and computed the average rates. The results are presented in Table 2. BranchScope features excellent accuracy on both processors with slightly better results on Skylake and Haswell. The Skylake and Haswell processors showed very low error rate even with the presence of external noise. This can be explained by a larger size of the predictor tables in the improved branch predictor design [47] when compared to the older Sandy Bridge processor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>All 0</th>
<th>All 1</th>
<th>Random</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SL isolated</td>
<td>0.46%</td>
<td>0.51%</td>
<td>0.65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL with noise</td>
<td>0.64%</td>
<td>0.63%</td>
<td>0.74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haswell isolated</td>
<td>0.16%</td>
<td>0.27%</td>
<td>0.46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haswell with noise</td>
<td>0.37%</td>
<td>0.29%</td>
<td>0.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB isolated</td>
<td>0.68%</td>
<td>1.76%</td>
<td>2.44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB with noise</td>
<td>1.76%</td>
<td>4.88%</td>
<td>3.38%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Average error rate for transmitting bits using BranchScope on Intel Skylake (SL), Haswell and Sandy Bridge (SB) processors.

8 Detecting Branch Predictor Events with Timestamp Counter

A key functionality required for the BranchScope attack is the ability to detect branch predictor events. In Sec 7 we made use of hardware performance counters to detect the missed branches. This approach, relies on the hardware explicitly providing the branch prediction result. In order to make use of this, however, an attacker would need at least partially elevated privileges.

An alternative approach is to detect branch related events by observing their effect on the CPU performance. An incorrectly-predicted branch results in fetching of wrong-path instructions and significant cycles lost for restarting the pipeline. Therefore, the attacker can track the number of cycles to determine if the branch was predicted correctly. This timekeeping can be realized with rdtsc or rdtscp instructions on Intel processors. These instructions provide user processes with direct access to timekeeping hardware, bypassing system software layers.

The BranchScope attack requires the attacker to detect whether a single instance of a branch execution was correctly or incorrectly predicted, rather than relying on the aggregate BPU performance. To evaluate the applicability of the rdtscp instruction as a dependable measurement mechanism for the purposes of our attack, we performed a series of experiments. First, we collected time measurements of a single branch instruction when it is correctly and incorrectly predicted for two cases: taken branch and non-taken branch. For each case, 100,000 samples were collected. The resulting data, along with computed mean values, is presented in Figure 7. The case when the actual branch outcome was not-taken is depicted in Figure 7a, while the case with taken outcome is shown in 7b. As seen from the figures, a branch misprediction has a noticeable performance impact, and the effect is present regardless of the actual direction of the branch. The slowdown is clear in the individual data points, as well as in the mean values. To eliminate the impact of caching on these measurements, we executed each branch instance two times, but only recorded the latency during the second execution, after the instruction has been placed in the cache.

Specifically, we recorded the latencies of a single branch instruction executed two consecutive times when the BP correctly predicts the outcome (prediction hit). We refer to this measurements as $H_1$ and $H_2$. Then we performed the same measurement for the case when the direction was mispredicted. We refer to these measurements as $M_1$ and $M_2$. Since the latency of a mispredicted branch must be higher that the correctly predicted one, we can compute the branch event detection error rate as the percentage of cases when $H_1 > M_1$ or $H_2 > M_2$. We compute this error rate individually for the first the second measurements. In addition, to amortize the noise, instead of relying on a single time measurement, we...
collected multiple measurements and computed the mean value. The results are presented in Figure 8. As expected, the error rate is higher in the first measurement (due to caching effects), within the range of 20-30%. The second measurement has a low error rate of about 10% when a single measurement is used and further reduces to almost 0 as the number of measurements approaches 10.

These results demonstrate the feasibility of time measurements using the rdtscp instruction as the branch event detection mechanism. Even though correctly detecting events in the first execution of a branch is challenging, it does not affect the BranchScope attack, because the attacker can place a PHT entry into a state that reveals the outcome of the victim’s branch based only on the observations of the second branch execution. To illustrate this, consider the case when the state of the PHT entry associated with the victim branch is strongly taken (ST) and the attacker uses non-taken branch for probing. If the outcome of the victim’s branch is taken, then the attacker will observe the MM pattern. When the victim’s branch outcome is not-taken, the spy will observe MH pattern. Therefore, to reveal the direction of the victim’s branch, only the observations from the second branch execution is relevant.

Figure 9 demonstrates how different states of PHT entry affect the timing of probing branches. The graph features measurements for all four states and for both types of the probing and also depicts the standard deviation for each result. It is easy to see from the graph that the PHT states can be reliably distinguished using time measurements.

9 Attack Applications of BranchScope

BranchScope can be directly leveraged to target a system that supports isolated execution, such as Intel’s SGX [43], or be used as a general side channel attack in conventional environments. In this section, we first overview Intel SGX and attack considerations in such an environment, then describe a series of specific attacks that can be conducted on a victim even when it is running inside of an SGX enclave.

9.1 Overview of Intel SGX

Intel’s Software Guard Extensions (SGX) is a hardware-based isolated execution system designed to protect application secrets from compromised system software, such as operating system kernels and hypervisors. SGX extensions to the x86-64 ISA offer applications a set of instructions which can be used to launch a secure enclave that is embedded within the address space of the application. Accesses to enclave memory are controlled by the SGX hardware to prevent access from the outside of the enclave. Therefore, if an application stores sensitive code and data inside an enclave, the secrets are inaccessible to even system software.

In addition to providing runtime access control to enclave memory pages, SGX supports mechanisms for memory encryption and integrity checking to provide protection against physical attacks on memory. SGX is a major effort from the industry to provide hardware support for security and trusted computing, and is currently the subject of a significant amount of research.

Isolated execution environments such as SGX can be vulnerable to side channel attacks. While memory is protected,
Table 3. Covert channel benchmark: average error rate for transmitting bits using BranchScope on Intel Skylake when a trojan (victim) executes in an SGX enclave and the spy is a regular process assisted by the OS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>All 0</th>
<th>All 1</th>
<th>Random</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SGX with noise</td>
<td>0.008%</td>
<td>0.33%</td>
<td>0.73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGX isolated</td>
<td>0.003%</td>
<td>0.153%</td>
<td>0.51%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Next we overview other examples of applications that can be attacked using BranchScope. The attacks would work whether these applications are running as usual or inside of an SGX enclave.

**Montgomery ladder:** The Montgomery ladder is a popular algorithm used in modular exponentiation [32] and scalar multiplication [46] algorithms. Both these mathematical operations constitute the key components of traditional RSA as well as elliptic curve (ECC) implementations of public-key cryptography. Montgomery ladder is based on performing operations regardless of bit value \( k \) in secret key \( k \). This implementation mitigates timing and power side channels by equalizing the execution paths. However it requires a branch operating with direct dependency from the value of \( k \), Yarom et. al. [56] demonstrated the vulnerability of the OpenSSL implementation of ECDSA cipher using the FLUSH+RELOAD cache side channel attack. In this attack the CPU cache was used to spy on the direction of the target branch. BranchScope can directly recover the direction of such branch. Although most recent versions of cryptographic libraries do not contain branches with outcomes dependent directly on the bits of a secret key, often some limited information can still be recovered [6, 8] and many outdated libraries are still in use.

**libjpeg:** Another example of how our attack can reveal sensitive information is an attack against libjpeg, a popular JPEG encoding/decoding library. The attack is possible because of the inverse cosine transform (IDCT) operation performed during decompression. In this optimization elements in rows and columns of coefficient matrices are compared to 0 to avoid costly computations. Each such comparison is realized as an individual branch instruction. By spying on these branches the BranchScope can be used to conceal cache attacks, making anti-malware software, even one running at the kernel level, incapable of detecting cache side-channel attacks. Finally, SGX enclaves were shown to be vulnerable to traditional cache side-channel attacks [22] as well as some new attacks unique to SGX, in particular page table side-channel attacks [55].

9.2 BranchScope attack scenarios

In an SGX environment, the control over the OS gives the attacker unique capabilities to perform the BranchScope attack in a low-noise environment. The success of the attack largely depends on the ability to perform branch manipulations with precise timing. The attacker controlled OS can easily manipulate victim execution timings. For example the attacker can configure the Advanced Programmable Interrupt Controller (APIC) in such a way that enclave code is interrupted after several instructions are executed [36]. Alternatively, the attacker can unmap certain memory pages to force a interrupt when an enclave executes certain code [55].

**Covert channel attack on SGX:** To illustrate BranchScope in an SGX environment, we repeat our covert channel benchmark with the sender running inside the SGX enclave using BranchScope to communicate to a receiver outside SGX. Table 3 illustrates BranchScope’s covert channel quality: the error rates are acceptable even in the presence of noise; however, when the OS controls the noise (by preventing other processes from running), the quality of the channel is improved.

...
10 Mitigating BranchScope

The root cause of branch-based attacks is the execution of branch instructions that are conditioned on the state of secret data. Our goal in this paper is to highlight this new source of leakage in a branch predictor unit as a source of vulnerability. In this section, we overview several possible defenses against BranchScope both in software and hardware. Exploring these defenses is an interesting direction for future research.

10.1 Software-only Mitigations

Software-only solutions can be highly sensitive to the underlying organization of the branch predictor unit. In addition to the side channel threat, malicious entities can communicate between each other using BranchScope, bypassing existing restrictions. For example, a sealed SGX enclave can transfer sensitive information to regular process violating security properties of the SGX system. Software mitigation techniques cannot provide protections from covert channels as they do not remove the source of leakage in hardware, leaving attackers free to use it to communicate covertly.

One possible mitigation technique is to algorithmically remove dependencies of branch outcomes on secret data [3]. However, it is challenging to apply such protection to large code bases, thus this mechanism can only be limited to the key parts of programs operating with sensitive data.

Another possible approach that has a broader applicability is to eliminate conditional branches from target programs. This technique, known as if-conversion [10], is a compiler optimization that converts conditional branches to sequential code using conditional instructions such as cmov, effectively turning control dependencies into data dependencies. If-conversion removes conditional branch instructions, thus mitigating the BranchScope attack. Several studies [9, 11] used if-conversion as a mitigation for timing side-channel attacks. It is easy to apply this method to simple branches with few dependencies. However, conversion of complex control flow (different code is executed depending on branch outcomes) is challenging. It is unknown if it possible to convert real-world applications to branch-free code. Moreover, highly-predictable branches typically perform worse when if-converted [10].

10.2 Hardware-supported Defenses

The design of the branch predictor mechanism can be rearchitected to mitigate leakage through the directional branch predictor unit. In this section, we overview several possible such mitigations. Exploring effective mitigations is an interesting direction for future research.

Randomization of the PHT: BranchScope requires the ability to create predictable collisions in the PHT (e.g., based on virtual address). To prevent such collisions, the PHT indexing function can be modified to receive as input some data unique to this software entity. For example, this can be part of the SGX hardware state, or simply some random number generated by the process. One time randomization may be vulnerable to a probing attack that examines PHT entries one by one until it finds the collision; periodic randomization can be used (sacrificing some performance). This solution is similar to randomizing the mapping of caches as a protection against side-channel attacks [33].

Removing prediction for sensitive branches Since not all branch instructions can leak sensitive information, a mitigation approach can be taking favoring this observation. A software developer can indicate the branches capable of leaking secret information and request them to be protected. Then the CPU must avoid predicting these branches, relying always on static prediction and avoid updating any BPU structures after such branches are executed. Although this mitigation technique has a negative performance overhead it offers perfect security for most security sensitive branches. As with the software techniques, this method does not protect against the covert channel attack.

Partitioning the BPU The BPU may be partitioned such that attackers and victims do not share the same structures. For example, SGX code may use a different branch predictor than normal code. Alternatively, mechanisms to request a private partition of the BPU may be supported [38]. With partitioning, the attacker loses the ability to create collisions with the victim.

Other solutions. Other solutions are also possible. For example, we may remove the attacker’s ability to measure the outcome of a branch accurately, by removing or adding noise to the performance counters or the timing measurements [40]. Another solution may change the prediction FSM to make it more stochastic, interfering with the attacker’s ability to precisely infer the direction of the branch taken by the victim. Finally, a class of solutions may focus on detecting the attack footprint and invoking mitigations such as freezing or killing the attacker process if an ongoing attack is detected. In an SGX context where the attacker has compromised the OS this may be difficult; alternatively, the SGX code may decide to remap itself or stop execution if it detects an ongoing attack.

11 Related Work

The first research studying branch predictor based side-channels was conducted by Acicimez et al. [1–3]: they presented four different attacks, demonstrating them against implementations of the RSA encryption standard. The first attack exploits the deterministic behavior of the branch predictor by simulating the exponentiation steps and measuring the time differences that depend on the prior state of the predictor. The second attack assumes that the spy process runs on a parallel virtual core alongside with the victim. The spy constantly removes the victim’s entries from the BTB in
order to force the branch predictor to predict all branches as not-taken (assuming that BTB misses result in not-taken predictions). The third attack is also based on the spy filling the BTB with its own data. The main difference here is that this attack is synchronous, meaning that the attacker can perform the BTB filling right before the target branch is executed. Finally, in the last attack, the spy also executes in parallel and fills the BTB, but this time instead of measuring the total execution time of the cryptographic algorithm, the spy detects evictions of its BTB entries when the victim process executes taken branches. They later significantly improved the last attack’s accuracy by carefully adjusting the intensiveness of the BTB filling. This attack is most interesting due to the demonstrated practical results with high accuracy.

All attacks described above are substantially different from BranchScope. All but the first attack (which is a timing-analysis attack) rely on filling the BTB (which is a cache-like structure) and thus are similar to the cache side-channel attacks [39, 57]. This makes it possible to apply existing cache protection techniques [14, 53] to protect the BTB. In contrast, BranchScope exploits the hybrid property of modern branch predictors and manipulates the data directly in the directional predictor, thus opening up a previously unexplored side-channel. Branch predictors have been used for constructing covert channels in [19, 20, 29]. However, these works rely on the did not investigate the possibility of fine-grained branch direction recovery. Bhattacharya et al.[7] considered a fault attack on RSA combined with the analysis of the number of branch mispredictions.

Recent works exploited microarchitectural features to construct covert channels [18, 41]. These channels allow attackers to bypass system isolation, including Intel SGX [25]. As we demonstrated, BranchScope can be used in a similar fashion to transfer information across isolation boundaries.

12 Concluding Remarks

In this paper we presented BranchScope—a new microarchitectural side-channel attack that exploits directional branch predictor to leak secret data. We demonstrated the attack on recent Intel processors. Our results showed that secret bits can be recovered by the attacker with very low error rate and without the knowledge of the internal predictor organization. Therefore, researchers and system developers have to consider BranchScope as a new security threat while designing future systems. We proposed several countermeasures to protect future systems from BranchScope.
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